Question Answering has come a long way from answer sentence selection, relational QA to reading and comprehension. We move our attention to abstractive question answering by which we facilitate machine to read passages and answer questions by generating them. We frame the problem as a sequence to sequence learning where the encoder being a network that models the relation between question and passage, thereby relying solely on passage and question content to form an abstraction of the answer. Not being able to retain facts and making repetitions are common mistakes that affect the overall legibility of answers. To counter these issues, we employ copying mechanism and maintenance of coverage vector in our model respectively. Our results on MS-MARCO demonstrates it's superiority over baselines and we also show qualitative examples where we improved in terms of correctness and readability.
INTRODUCTION
Question Answering is a crucial problem in language understanding and a major objective towards human-level machine intelligence. The next-generation QA systems can be envisioned as the ones which can read long passages and write long answers to questions as well. We generally formulate abstractive question answering as a form of QA where we expect the machine to produce an abstractive answer A that encompasses all the information from passage P required to answer a question Q. Eventually, such systems, if capable of understanding what information is necessary and what is not, will enable us to acquire information from multiple sources and present them in the form of a summarized answer and thereby greatly impact our process of seeking information.
Broadly speaking, such system should have to carefully incorporate any facts and entities which is necessary to answer the question as well as simultaneously discarding irrelevant information. This requires building complex relations between the question and the passage. With the relation thus modeled, it further has to produce an abstractive answer. What makes it further challenging is not only a need for good generative model but also the readability of the generations. Even if we achieve great results in terms of lexical similarity metrics like ROUGE-L, the determination of how much correctness and readability is preserved is a very significant concern.
The inherent assumption, in most of the existing approaches, that the answer should be always a subspan or a particular entity in the passage is a very strict one. Even with it's occurrence in multiple regions, we can still cannot always expect the individual regions to be continuous. In reality, we, as humans, while reading a document gather informations from multiple regions inside it until we form some representation of the answer.
In this paper, we demonstrate our model that forms a relation between Q and P by forming a representation of P specific to Q. This specificity is modeled by allowing each word in P to be weighted by it's importance to Q. We build one or more layers of such latent representations for P and finally attempt to decode the final representation to synthesize the answer. While building such model, we noticed that, often, it replaces correct entities with similar correct ones (eg. correct year by incorrect year). This hinders the overall correctness of the answer being generated. To tackle this, we incorporate a copying mechanism that learns when to copy an important entity directly from the passage instead of generating anything from vocabulary. This makes our approach abstractive-cumextractive in the sense that it learns when to be abstractive as well as when to be extractive. Furthermore, a common mistake in Seq2Seq models is repetitiveness in the text being generated. This error not only affects readability at the position where the repetition happens but also the regions that follows it in the generated answer. A common practice, being used in similar tasks like machine translation and summarization, is keeping track of a coverage vector. In vanilla models, while generating each word of an answer, we attend to different parts of the passage unequally based on their respective importance but we do not use the attention history of the previous time steps (of the decoder). Thus, we end up attending to one word in the P side more than necessary and thereby causing repetitions in answer. To reduce repetition in the generated answer, we maintain a coverage vector that keeps track of which encoder states have been attended to what extent in the past.
RELATED WORK
Traditional QA models like Kumar et al. (2016) and Seo et al. (2016) have shown some fascinating results in the form of relational based QA Weston et al. (2015) or machine reading and comprehension by Wang & Jiang (2016) and Wang et al. (2017) with promising results. Their methods proved how successful is pointer networks of Vinyals et al. (2015) . However, application of pointer networks to predict start and end positions of the A in P is again based on the assumption of the answer being a sub-span and continuous. Tan et al. (2017) has taken a generative approach where they add a decoder on top of their extractive model and thus leveraging the extracted evidence that the extraction module produce to synthesize the answer. However, the model still rely strongly on the extraction to perform the generation which means it is essential to have the start and end labels (a span) for every example. Even also, when they are multiple regions in P that contribute to A, the model will need to predict multiple spans.
While moving towards abstractive question answering, we have to remove our dependency on boundary labels and thereby, extraction. Intuitively speaking, reliance on them might hurt the abstractive property of the model. Our simpler approach differs from this in the sense that it solely relies on the content of Q and P to generate the answer and the extraction-abstraction soft switch happens as a part of the learning procedure instead of using any extraction supervision. To make this happen, we use copying mechanisms which has used in summarization mostly (Gu et al. (2016) ) to retain important entities while generating summaries. Pointer generator (See et al. (2017) ) networks helps to make the switch between abstractive and extractive modes.
Moreover, coverage mechanisms (Tu et al. (2016) ), which is a successful approach in other tasks like NMT and summarization, reduces repetitions. Our generative model is similar to the sequence to sequence learning proposed by Sutskever et al. (2014) which has been successfully and widely applied on a large number of NLG tasks like summarization, conversational modeling and machine translation. Thus, the focus of this paper is mainly centered around the generative capability of the model and better legibility and correctness of the generations.
MODEL DETAILS
Our model is based on the Seq2Seq architecture with the encoder output representation computed by context and attentive layers and decoder having an additive attention of Bahdanau et al. (2014) with pointer-generator networks to decide when to copy or generate. We also keep a track of the attention at each time step to maintain a coverage vector to improve readability.
We add one or more attentive layers which uses a pooling-based attention. Each attentive layer takes in as input the representation of Q, which is the output of context layer, and previous attentive layer's representation for P (for the first attentive layer, this representation is the context layer's P representation). The final layer's P representation the goes through a dense layer before finally fed to the decoder. The decoder, unlike a standard Seq2Seq one, use a pointer-generator mechanism which enables it, at each time step, to give probability scores to whether to copy a word from P or whether to generate a word from the vocabulary similar to what a standard decoder does. Moreover, finally to mitigate repetitions in our answer, which affects readability of the overall answer, we attempt not Figure 1: Block diagram of our model: If we stack multiple attentive layers, each such layer will take last layer's outputs and the original representation of Q as inputs. Attention1 is the mechanism we discuss in (3) and Attention2 is the traditional Bahadanau attention of seq2seq.
to attend to a particular encoder state more than what is sufficient and pave the way for unattended states. This reduces repetitions (or in NMT literature, over-translation).
REPRESENTATION
We use the standard GRU ) as the building block of our recurrence for computing representations for both questions and passages. The recurrence function of GRU can be mathematically expressed as:
Initially, both P and Q can be expressed by their respective word embeddings as Q = {w Q t } m t=1 and P = {w P t } n t=1 . Further, the representations are built by multi-layered bi-directional GRU and weight sharing is done between P and Q.
ATTENTIVE LAYER
The intuition behind the simple attention mechanism that we discuss is building a representation of Q for each word u P t in P and then using the mean-pool of that representation to determine how important u P t is. In this way, we get scores S t for each word in P. Finally, we use these scores to form a representation for P by taking it's weighted sum. Given that Q and P has N and M words respectively, we can express our additive attention layer as:
The correct year is replaced by another year.
Question: when was the death penalty abolished? 
From a high-level overview, this layer takes u Q and u P as inputs and form a representation c t for P. One can choose to stack multiple such layers for the encoder side and each layer l will take u Q and previous layer's outputs c l−1 as inputs to form new output c l . This is equivalent to the LSTM layers we stack in NMT. Also note that, we concatenate the initial P representation u P t in the v P term to add lower level representation that can contribute to the decision making of whether some words should be copied.
We take the concatenation of last states of the each attentive layer's forward and backward RNNs respectively and perform a non-linear transformation of their further concatenation with the last state of u Q in context layer. before passing them to the decoder.
Here we want to say that we did not use any representation of Q in h i as we observed that it did not improve any performance, in fact hurt the same. A possible cause might be the answer is always expected to contain information mostly from P. In our attentive layers ( 3), we are already computing c t which gives less importance to words in P which are irrelevant for Q. Hence, adding extra information (from Q) in 4 might be making the decoder difficult to infer useful information from P.
DECODING

COPYING FROM SOURCE
In generative question answering, one thing which is as important as being able to generate long, correct answers is retaining entities and facts from the passage. Due to distributed representation of words, it is not quite unusual if you get correct entities replaced by similar, incorrect ones. For example, let's look at Table 1 (1) that shows replacement of correct year by an incorrect year.
These replacements can be in many forms depending on the entity which is replacing -whether it is of the same type as the one being replaced, whether is internal to the P or coming from outside. The most observable is the one where both the entities are of same type (eg. both are year or both are names) and they both belong to same P. This is how, abstractive question answering might differ from NMT as the former has to retain a lot of factual information properly as well as be abstractive simultaneously. We try to alleviate the issue discussed here by employing pointer-generator networks.
Q: what is a urethra P: in anatomy , the urethra is a tube that connects the urinary bladder to the urinary meatus for the removal of fluids from the body . 1 infection of the urethra is urethritis , said to be more common in females than males . 2 urethritis is a common cause of dysuria ( pain when urinating ) . 3 related to urethritis is so called urethral syndrome . 4 passage of kidney stones through the urethra can be painful , which can lead to urethral strictures . Actual Answer: is a tube that connects the urinary bladder to the urinary meatus for the removal of fluids from the body . infection of the urethra is urethritis , said to be more common in females than males. Predicted Answer: the urethra a tube that connects urinary urinary bladder the the tube that connects the urinary bladder fluids the urinary body Table 2 : Here are two types of repetitions we notice: consecutive identical (two times "urinary") words and duplicate phrases ("tube that connects the urinary bladder").
We use the standard LSTM cell to compute our decoder states. For the LSTM cells, we initialized the hidden state as the encoder's transformed output ( 4) and the cell state as zeros. In a basic sequence to sequence model with attention, the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al. (2014)) can be expressed as below:
where a t is the attention distribution over the encoder states at t th time-step in the decoder and s t is the t th decoder hidden state. Based on a t , the decoder decides which encoder state to focus more on. Finally, we compute the context vector as h * t = i a t i h i and the decoder output probability as
. This is a complete abstractive approach. However, to overcome the limitation of missing out entities from P, we apply pointer-generator networks to make it abstractive-cum-extractive.
With pointer-generator model, at each decoder time-step, we make a soft switch between whether to copy or simply choose from output distribution P vocab . This is governed by p gen which is computed as (See et al. (2017) ):
At each decoder time step, we use the decoder state s t and the context vector h * t , to decide whether to copy from the encoder words or to generate the highest probable word from the decoder output.
From a high-level point of view, the pointer-generator model, at each decoder step t, adds the attention probabilities of each encoder words from a t to their respective probabilities in the decoder output distribution p vocab at that decoder time step. P (w) is the final probability distribution which is used for generating answer word and computing the training loss.
Each decoder layer uses the transformed output of the corresponding encoder layers we computed in ( 4).
MITIGATING REPETITIONS THROUGH COVERAGE
Readability is a major concern in almost all NLG tasks. It can be approached by post-processing or making the model itself aware about it's mistakes and rectify them during training.Even though, the copying mechanism helps to preserve information from the encoder side, one issue generative models suffer from is repetition of words which we have widely observed in our experiments. We provide an example 2 that better depicts the issue.
We realized that alleviating this problem will eventually lead to better readability of answers. Hence, we incorporated coverage mechanism, which is pretty popular approach in machine translation, summarization, into our model.
It is a mechanism in MT to avoid over-translation which are the main causes of repetitions by keeping track of which source words are receiving attention too many times. Specifically, we used the attention distributions being computed at each decoder time step to maintain a coverage vector cov t which is basically cumulative sum of attention probabilities.
Hence, while decoding, at each time step we have information about how much each encoder state has been attended until the previous step. This vector can contribute in computing the attention distribution, as in 5 and we can rewrite the same as:
This makes the standard attention mechanism has a knowledge about which states has been attended already enough in the past and thus manages to curb repetitions. A few observable benefits of this approach is also discussed in section 6.
LOSS
At each decoder time step, we use the negative log-likelihood of the correct word and finally try to minimize the total loss over all the decoder steps.
DATA AND EXPERIMENTS
We conducted our experiments on MS-MARCO data (Nguyen et al. (2016) ) since, to the best of our knowledge, this is the only data available which has answers written by humans but still these answers are mostly extractive. In the dataset, each question is associated one or more passages where few are positive along with their respective answers and the rest are negative. In our experiments, we have taken all the answers and their respective passages with a constraint that for each answerpassage pair, their is a sub-span inside the passage that has ROUGE-L score greater than or equal to 0.7 with the answer. Also, we have used a shared vocabulary for both Q, P and A and restricted the number of words in it to 30,000. The rest are tagged as UNK. We use P and A having length no more than 200 and 50 respectively. We use Stanford CoreNLP tokenizer to tokenize our data. We use a batch of 50 examples for updating our model while training for roughly 15000 iterations.
For our model, we use the Glove (Pennington et al. (2014) ) embeddings as our input and keep them fixed. We use hidden state dimension of 256 through the network. We use GRU for all recurrence in the encoder side while our decoder uses LSTM for computing the states. We use the Adadelta optimizer (Zeiler (2012) ), with epsilon=1e-6, rho=0.95 and initial learning rate=0.1, to minimize our loss. In our experiments, we had used two attentive layers in the encoder side as well as two LSTM layers in the decoder side. We used the very helpful ROUGE-L library that comes along with the evaluation scripts of MS-MARCO.
RESULTS
We list our result on MS-MARCO data in Table 3 . We do not consider negative passages and test the model only on correct passages for each query. We also include the results reported by Tan et al. (2017) on experimenting with basic sequence-to-sequence model with selected passage as the input. Results show that our model outperforms the generative baseline when question with correct passage is considered.
We also provide some example answers in Table 4 . Actual Answer: Having a strong feeling that you are going to do something and that you will not allow anyone or anything to stop you . Predicted Answer: a strong feeling that you are going to do something and that you will not allow anyone or anything stop you Answer body is not same as target but has the core information retained Q: average cost of a small bathroom P : Homeowners have many options when it comes to bathroom remodels and the total cost depends on style and budget . The average bathroom remodel costs $ 9,254 , but you can spend $ 3,500 and $ 7,000 -to fix up the essentials in a small-to medium-sized bathroom .
On the other end of the spectrum , you could spend $ 13,000 to more than $ 20,000 turning your master bathroom into an oasis . Bathroom remodels provide some of the highest resale returns as a home improvement project. ActualAnswer: The average bathroom remodel costs $ 9,254 . P redictedAnswer: $ 9,254 
OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Here we discuss some observations and intuitions behind this work. As you can see, when passing the final passage representation c L to the decoder, we haven't concatenated any representation from Q. We wanted the model to learn a mapping between the representation of P which is already weighted by it's importance to Q and the answer text A. Also, we have observed that entities tends to get replaced by other entities in the generated answer mostly when there are too many same type of entities in P.
We have often observed answers that are shorter than the actual answers but still retains the core information (last example in Table 4 ). Unfortunately, lexical metrics like BLEU and ROUGE-L will give much lower scores to these even compared to an answer which misses the actual information but has lots of words intersecting with the actual answer. This makes us think about the usage of current similarity metrics for this kind of tasks.
Post-processing the answers for removal of duplicates is another way to tackle the problem and often works good as well as computationally much cheaper. However, maintaining coverage vector helps is not only reducing repetitions but also facilitates attention to unattended states in the encoder with improved context for decoder at each step resulting in improved synthesis.
A short note on Teacher Forcing: We have found that while imposing teacher forcing on the decoder, there was huge over-fitting on the training data. Training convergence was too fast whereas there was no good inference on the development data. That's why we switched to normal greedy decoding for both training and inference.
We have observed that due to the application of copying mechanism, our model successfully retains entities even in cases where it fails to replicate the exact answer body as well as retains it's extractive ability and can generate the exact target answer.
FUTURE WORK AND IMPROVEMENTS
We believe that the most critical problem of these models is their ability to read long passages and generate long answers. We also throw light on the possibility that being able to read long documents might mitigate the need for passage ranking or classification. The latter selects one passage as correct which then can be fed to the MRC model. In this process, you might ignore useful contribution from negative but related passages. We shift our focus next on long passage readers that might learn to ignore unwanted information as it reads.
